
 
 

Infokolpa Submission for the LIBE committee mission to Slovenia 

Eight points concerning violations in the field of migration and international protection in 

Slovenia:  

1.       ACCESS TO THE ASYLUM PROCEDURE 

Limiting and denying access to the asylum procedure is one of the main violations in the field of 

asylum and migration. Since mid-2018, the right to asylum and the right to access an effective 

international protection procedure for those fleeing have been systematically violated. The 

testimonies of fleeing persons about the systematic implementation of so-called pushbacks by 

the Slovenian police are confirmed by reports from NGOs, international organizations, 

journalists, civil initiatives and activist groups. The existence of pushbacks in Slovenia was 

indirectly confirmed by the Supreme Court in case I U1686/2020, which upheld the decision of 

the Administrative Court (I U 1490/2019), which found a violation of the non-refoulement 

prohibition and a violation of the right to the asylum procedure in the case of a Cameroonian 

national and has ordered the state to find a way to bring the applicant to Slovenia and allow him 

to enter the asylum system. So far the state has actively ignored the verdicts, while high officials 

insinuate about “smugglers” when confronted about this issue. It follows from the above that 

there is a systematic violation of the fundamental human rights of fugitives in police proceedings 

in Slovenia, a restriction of access to the asylum procedure and a violation of the non-

refoulement prohibition. These violations have become systemic in the first half of 2018 and are 

continuing to be common practice of police officers when dealing with persons who wish to seek 

asylum in Slovenia. Their intention to seek asylum is ignored during the official procedure and 

police officers simply consider their border crossing as illegal. This is followed by an application 

of the readmission agreement which allows for informal return to Croatia when a person was 

apprehended for irregular border crossing. From the beginning of 2018 to August 2021 Slovene 

police have conducted 28.235 readmissions according to official police reports. In large majority 

of these readmissions the persons who were deported to Croatia simply vanished from any 

records and were violently expelled to Bosnia and Herzegovina. Considering the systemic 

nature of these violations and the large number of readmissions, the above mentioned unlawful 

practice of police officers could be seen as an unofficial state policy. Numerous reports about 

unlawful acts of police and systematic violations of the non-refoulement principle with 

readmissions to Croatia establish a serious need for a monitoring mechanism in Slovene police 

stations and in procedures with persons wishing to seek asylum. 

2.  Court Verdict I U1686/2020 – Courts opinion on Slovenian violation of prohibition of 

torture. 

Violations of right to asylum and violations of non-refoulment were recognized by the 

Administrative court and later on by the Supreme court after a very lengthy and exhausting 



 
 
evidentiary procedure. The courts followed the reasoning of the ECtHR and found that in August 

2019 Slovenia violated the applicant's right to access asylum, prohibition of collective 

expulsions and most importantly violated prohibition of torture – which, as a fundamental right, 

includes prohibition of refoulement, meaning deportation of a person into a country where there 

exists a real risk that they would be subjected to inhumane treatment. Such a provision is the 

basis of a legal system based on rights and rule of law, otherwise states would have a carte 

blanche to export human rights violations across borders. Despite the ruling that the plaintiff 

should be granted entry the state of Slovenia was unwilling to comply with the court's decision 

and grant him entry. The plaintiff was forced to wait for months in Bosnia and Herzegovina and 

cross Croatia on foot and in hiding to enter Slovenia irregularly where he managed to start the 

asylum procedure. Despite the court’s decision on the unlawful treatment there have been no 

indications that the prosecution has started any investigation regarding the criminal offence of 

plaintiff’s expulsion or is seeking responsibility for gross violations of human rights that take 

place daily at Slovene police stations. 

 

Furthermore the courts found that not only does the principle of non-refoulement establish the 

right not to be returned into a country where the individual is at risk of torture, it creates an 

obligation on the authorities to make an assessment about the safety of the individual upon 

deportation to this country; and this obligation to make this assessment of safety exists even in 

between European Union member states, when there is so much information about the risk of 

inhumane treatment or torture in the receiving country, available that it is not possible for the 

returning member state to not be aware of the risks; and this is certainly true for Slovenia. 

The Supreme Court confirmed that the state is responsible for its violation no matter if the risk of 

torture after an illegal return in fact materialises or not, the state is already violating the absolute 

prohibition of torture with the fact that they did not make an assessment of safety of the 

applicant upon return 

3.1  Courts in Genoa and Rome stopped deportations to Slovenia on the grounds of risk 

of violation of prohibition of torture 

On the grounds of overwhelming evidence regarding pushbacks and violation of prohibition of 

torture violations of fundamental rights, the Italian courts in Genoa and Rome have identified 

Slovenia as a country with systemic deficiencies in its asylum system. In April 2020, in the first 

case the Court in Genoa stopped the deportation of a Pakistani asylum seeker who had 

previously started the asylum procedure in Slovenia and then fled to Italy.[1] The Court stopped 

the deportation due to the insufficiency of the Slovene asylum system and the risk of torture 

after being deported to Slovenia as there exists strong possibility of him being chain pushed 

back to Croatia. In January 2021 the Court in Rome found that Italian readmissions are illegal in 



 
 
a lawsuit brought by a Pakistani national deported from Italy to BiH via Slovenia and Croatia, 

due to Slovenia's role in chain returns.[2] 

4. APPLICATION OF BILATERAL RETURN AGREEMENTS 

It is also clear from the reports of NGOs and the Ombudsman's reports that the police do not 

assess in such proceedings whether the return of an individual would violate the prohibition on 

refoulement, despite the fact that Slovenia is obliged to do so under both international and 

European law. It is clear from the testimonies of individuals and reports that, after the 

procedures have been completed, the individuals are returned to Croatia, where they are 

victims of serious violence at the hands of the Croatian security authorities. The reports show 

that the violence by the Croatian security authorities exceeds the threshold of Article 3 of the 

ECHR (prohibition of torture), which means that Slovenia is responsible for violations of Article 3 

of the ECHR (prohibition of refoulement and prohibition of torture) as a result of such returns.  

As the aforementioned verdicts show there is ground 

Pushbacks are conducted via the bilateral return agreements, the treaty with Italy was signed 

with  1993, with Austria in 1997, and Croatia in 2006, and are agreements made between non 

EU states and as such should not be valid, though any questioning of the legitimacy and validity 

of the treaties are dismissed with reassurances that subjects are returned to EU states, which 

abide EU legislation . We must also point that the administrative court verdict (I U 1490/2019) 

stated, due to the overwhelming evidence of risk of violation of prohibition of torture, that “the 

principle of mutual trust among EU members” is not absolute. 

These bilateral agreements are also in clear violations of constitutional and fundamental rights 

when the right to legal remedy is considered as they allow for informal returns if an irregular 

border crossing occurs within a certain time period. The agreement between Slovenia and 

Croatia allows for the informality of procedure if a person has crossed the border within 72 

hours. In such cases the person is given no official decision on his removal from the country and 

has no option to effectively appeal the decision that can set him in a position where he could 

face inhuman treatment. By this agreement 28.235 readmissions from Slovenia to Croatia have 

occurred from 2018 to August 2021. Slovene state uses the said agreement to mask the 

illegality of chain returns and collective expulsion that are daily happening on the external 

borders of the EU. 

The use of such agreements, even if there is no overwhelming evidence torture and inhumane 

treatment, is not in line with EU law, the ECHR, the EU Charter of Fundamental Human Rights 

and the Constitution of the Republic of Slovenia. 

5. CONSTITUTIONAL REVIEW OF ARTICLES 10A AND 10B OF THE ALIENS ACT-2 and 

the possibility to suspend asylum on unclear grounds 



 
 
In March 2021, the provisions of Articles 10a and 10b of the Aliens Act, which allow for "border 

closures" in the event of a complex migration crisis, were adopted despite a previous decision of 

the Constitutional Court of the Republic of Slovenia (U I 59/17), which declared any restrictions 

on access to the asylum procedure to be incompatible with the Constitution of the Republic of 

Slovenia. 

The re-adoption of Articles 10a and 10b of the Ztuj-2 constitutes an interference with the rule of 

law and the separation of powers, and undermines the position of the Constitutional Court of the 

Republic of Slovenia. For these reasons, we consider it necessary to reopen the procedure 

before the Constitutional Court to assess the constitutionality of the above-mentioned articles, 

despite the fact that the Ombudsman has also initiated proceedings before the European 

Commission on their adoption. 

6. LEGISLATIVE AMENDMENTS TO ZMZ-1A and ZTuj-2F 

In addition to the controversial provisions of Articles 10a and 10b, the Law on Migrants (ZTuj-

2F), adopted in 2021, also excessively interfered with other rights and procedures of migrants. 

The amendments in the areas of family reunification, voluntary and forced return and permission 

to stay interfere with the right to family and private life and prevent migrants (including 

unaccompanied minors) from being able to establish a permanent residence in the Republic of 

Slovenia. 

The provisions of the ZMZ-1A adopted in 2021, which will enter into force on 9 November 2021, 

seriously infringe the fundamental human rights of applicants for international protection and 

persons who have already obtained international protection in the Republic of Slovenia. The 

provisions interfere with the constitutionally protected rights of applicants to professional 

secrecy, freedom of movement, personal liberty, the right to a remedy and the right to judicial 

protection. They also severely restrict the rights of beneficiaries of international protection in the 

integration procedure. 

7. Accusations of smuggling by the highest representatives of government against 

Human Rights Defenders 

Extreme violence of the Croatian police was brought up with Slovenian police by Amnesty 

International and PIC already in 2018, but they were met with completely unfounded allegations 

of smuggling and there was a smear campaign headed by then minister of interior, Vesna 

Gyorkos Žnidar.  More recently our government is keen to label any human rights concerns 

regarding border procedures of police with allegations of “smuggling” and “smugglers” against 

NGO’s and civil rights activists.  

8. Turkish workers in indentured conditions 



 
 
450 Turkish »imported« workers working for Turkish company Yapi Merkezi which was granted 

a public tender to build tunnels and  viaducts on the second railway track Divača-Koper 

connecting the Koper port with the mainland. The company set up an enclosed facility made of 

containers where the workers are stationed. As stated by the mayor of Postojna Igor Marentič, 

municipality where the workers are living, the facility has a 24-hour surveillance system and the 

workers are prohibited to leave the enclosed area unsupervised. 

 

… 

We hope that the members of the LIBE committee will note that the issues pertaining to 

migration have been addressed by two civil initiatives, that is non- formal associations of 

citizens. This »amateur« representation is due to the fact that capacities of Slovenian NGOS are 

severely limited and are unable to properly (or at all) address the severe violations that are 

happening in this field. This is an issue in itself and we hope it will be addressed in your report 

as well since there is a strong need for an independent monitoring body that would have time 

and capacities to address these issues.   

 Miha Turk                                                                                                 Ljubljana, 1.11.2021 
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